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a certain amount of truth in this, but the fact of the
matter really is that the Spaniard ceases to be a soldier
once he becomes a soldier Let me explain this ap-
parent paradox' Proud, gallant and intensely indi-
vidualistic, the Spaniard is a first-class volunteer
guerilla fighter when defending his village and home—
the only things he really cares about—as Napoleon
found to his cost. No one could be braver, no one could
fight better But once in the army the case is altered
All individuality is lost, and a thousand individual
soldiers., by being herded together into a regiment,
cease to be soldiers at all instead of increasing their
fighting power, and bear marked resemblance to a
flock of sheep In addition, of course, the unfortunate
men were badly commanded and not looked after in
the least, while any one who has had any business
dealings with the Spaniards can imagine what their
staff arrangements were like
The rnanana attitude to life, the complete disregard of
time, seriously affects business and strains friendship to
breaking point, but most devastating of all is its in-
fluence on military operations. What is the effect on
an enterprise undertaken in the face of an enemy, when
the guns are brought into position an hour late and
some regiments never arrive at alP It is not hard to
imagine
The Spanish army was in a terrible condition. The
troops were quite untrained and hardly knew in which
end of the rifle to put their cartridges None of the
usual military precautions were taken This is no ex-
aggerated picture, and these points were many of them
noted by correspondents at the time and admitted in
the Cortes after the disaster Many travellers in Spain
must have noticed sentries winking at passing girls

